Our VIP tent includes:

An all-ages fun event featuring:

- onsite food and beverage concessions
- a private concert
- raffles and auctions
- swag bag giveaways

PLUS access to the main event, which features:

- 4 different polo matches
- an Arabian horse show
- a dog show
- a fashion show
- a car show from Barrett Jackson
- 4 different concerts
- fireworks at the end of the day

Helping Hands for Freedom is 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to supporting the families of the fallen, wounded, and deployed. Your generous donation will help us build a House of Healing and PTSD center for these families to use in their time of need.

Tickets cost $10 and are considered a donation to Helping Hands for Freedom.

Contact your local N2 Publishing area director to purchase.